In this paper, an analysis of one-dimensional wave propagation is carried out in which combined dynamic axial force and torsional moment are loaded on a thin-walled tube by using the incompressible elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equation. In this analysis, theoretical equations are derived for propagation speeds of elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress waves. Moreover, the derived theoretical equations of propagation speeds are shown to be strain, strain rate, stress and stress rate dependent, and to include those of strain rate independent theory. Last, calculated examples are shown.
Introduction
When dynamic load is applied on solid materials, stress waves propagate through the materials, after that, the materials are deformed. Phenomena of dynamic behavior in the materials are complicated, since stress and strain produced in the materials depend on the shape and dimension of the materials, and depend on time after loading on the materials. As is well known in one-dimensional dynamic behavior of the materials in uni-axial stress state, there exist the following matters, such as (a1) strain dependence of stress (or, stress dependence of strain), (a2) strain rate dependence of stress (or, stress rate dependence of strain), (b1) strain dependence of propagation speed of stress wave ( or, stress dependence of propagation speed of stress wave) and (b2) strain rate dependence of propagation speed of stress wave (or, stress rate dependence of propagation speed of stress wave). But, the existence of (b2) is logically essential after considering the fact that strain rate decrease with increasing propagation distance of stress wave from the impact end. The strain rate independent theory with the elastic-plastic constitutive equation can expresses (a1) and (b1), but not (a2) and (b2). The strain rate dependent theory with the elastic-viscoplastic constitutive equations can expesses (a1) and (a2), but not (b1) and (b2) at all since the theoretical equation of propagation speed is equal to that of elastic wave. The strain rate dependent theory with the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equation can expresses (a1), (a2), (b1) and (b2) (1) - (17) .
In the theoretical investigations of wave propagation of combined stresses, for example, there exist the strain rate independent theory with combined axial and shear stresses (18) - (20) . In this independent theory, simple wave solutions were derived for the elastic-plastic stress wave propagation and considerations were put on the derived equations of two wave speeds, f c and S c by R. Clifton . In the experimental investigations of elastic-plastic wave propagation of combined stresses, for example, unloading phenomena of shear stress was observed when longitudinal impulsive load was applied on a thin-walled tube subjected to static torsion (21) , (22) , and unloading phenomena of axial stress was observed when torsional impulsive load was applied on a thin-walled tube subjected to static tension (23) . In these experiments, predictions of unloading phenomena (elastic behavior) of stresses were verified by the strain rate independent propagation theory with the elastic-plastic constitutive equation. But, sufficient explanations were not done about the increasing process (plastic behavior) after unloading process. As other experiments for combined stresses states, there exist the oblique impact experiment involving impact flyer plate against one another as in the conventional plate impact experiment (3) . These combined dynamic experiments and propagation ones are also extremely complicated and difficult. Theoretical studies on the constitutive equations and on stress wave propagation using the constitutive equations are important from two standpoints. Namely, on one hand, it is from a standpoint of development of a general theory of constitutive equation and of a three-dimensional theory of stress wave propagation. On the other hand, theoretical analyses and calculated examples used as reference material are important and meaningful to carry out them for accomplishment of dynamic experiments since dynamic experiments are more difficult than static ones. Theoretical analyses and calculated examples could be useful for the selection of experiments to be done, the experimental methods, and the arrangement and explanation of experimental results when dynamic experiments are performed concerned with stress-strain relations and propagation speed-strain ones.
The object of this work is to present a strain rate dependent wave propagation theory for combined axial and shear stresses for the first time. First, elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equations of biaxial combined normal and shear stresses are derived from the generalized incompressible one. Second, formulas of stress wave propagation speeds for fast and slow waves, f c
and S c , are derived for combined axial and shear stresses in an elastic-plastic-viscoplastic body, and those formulas are shown to be strain, stress, strain rate and stress rate dependent, and to include the equations of stress wave propagation speeds in the strain rate independent theory. Third, the speed of fast wave for the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress wave propagation becomes both larger and smaller than that of the shear elastic stress wave. Last, calculated examples are also shown for a simultaneous impact of combined axial and shear forces. In addition, an isothermal and infinitesimal deformation is treated in the paper.
Incompressible Elastic-Plastic-Viscoplastic Constitutive Equation
Stress and strain exist between a static stress-strain curve and the extension of an initial elastic straight line on a stress-strain plane under loading process in both static and dynamic behavior of materials. In this paper, the compressible elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equation (17) is not adopted but the incompressible one (16) , since the strain rate dependent theory given in this paper can be easily compared with the incompressible strain rate independent theory. The incompressible elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equation is given as the following equation:
Where ij σ and ij ε are components of strain and stress tensor, respectively. ij δ is Kronecker's delta.
• (dot) indicates differentiation with respect to time t. µ and ν are the elastic modulus of shear and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
( )
are the under-stress (or, plastic function) and over-stress function (or, viscoplastic function), respectively:
where 3 J is the third invariant of stress deviator. In regard to Eqs. (8)- (10) 
Equations
In Chap.3, elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equations are derived in which combined axial and shear stresses are loaded on a thin-walled tube. The axis of the tube is taken for 1 x (i=1). Using Eq. (1), we obtain constitutive equations for combined tensile and shear stresses, respectively: were used, and an coefficient 2/3 is contained inψ and φ . By using Eqs. (2) and (3), the under-stress and over-stress functions are, respectively as follows:
The second and third invariant of stress deviators are, respectively:
The non-dimensional under-stress and over-stress are, from Eqs. (4), (5) and (22), respectively:
The over-stress is also, from Eq.(6)
Equation (26) is equivalent to Eq. (25) . The E J 2 can be obtained in the following manner. First, using Eqs. (13), (14a) and (15) Then, using Eqs. (12), (13) and (29), E J 2 is as follows:
under-stress is, from Eqs. (24) and (30):
The non-dimensional third invariant of stress deviator is, from Eqs. (7), (22) and (23): 
. 1
Then, by using Eqs. (9) and (10), Eqs.(34) and (35) are, respectively:
.
The arc strain is, from Eq. (11):
Equation (38) is numerically integrated. The arc strain rate and equivalent stress are, From Eqs. (16) and (17) 
Combined Axial and Shear Stresses

Basic equations
The analysis of a one-dimensional stress wave propagation in which combined dynamic axial and shear forces are loaded on a thin-walled tube can be carried out by using the equation of motion, the strain rate-particle velocity gradient relation and a constitutive equation.
The equation of motion and the strain rate-particle velocity gradient relation are given, respectively as follows:
where ρ is the density. v i is component of particle velocity vector. Subscript j , denotes partial differentiation with respect to position j x . Lagrangean coordinate is employed. The motion in radial direction is ignored. Motions in both axial and circumferential directions are given from Eq.(47), respectively:
where subscripts t and x denote partial differentiation with respect to time t and position x , respectively. Particle velocities are denoted such as 
The axial elastic-plastic-viscoplastic constitutive equation and circumferential one for combined axial and shear stress states are obtained from Eqs. (18) and (19) , respectively as follows:
Characteristic method
By arranging Eqs. (49)-(54) , the following equations are obtained:
where W and D are vectors, respectively, A is a diagonal matrix and B is a symmetric matrix: The system of equations, Eqs.(55) is a hyperbolic, quasi-linear, first-order partial differential equations for four unknown functions u, σ, v and τ. Equations (55) can be solved by the characteristic method (19) , (25)- (27) . Eqs.(55) have not simple wave solutions due to the existence of the term D (27) as that theoretically derived when longitudinal impact only is applied (13) , (14) . The form of S c , Eq.(62) is also the same form as that theoretically derived when torsional impact only is applied (15) . . When viscoplastic strain is zero (i.e. φ is equl to zero and is not included explicitly in Eqs.(61) and (62)), that is, when it is in the case that elastic-plastic stress waves propagate (These waves are based on the elastic-plastic constitutive equations derived from the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic ones in which the plastic potential is not assumed but the under-stress is employed in regard to plastic strain), forms of the fast and slow propagation speeds of combined stresses are the same forms as those for the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress waves, that is, they are Eqs.(61) and (62). Accordingly, it is seen that Eqs.(61) and (62) for the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic combined stress waves include the equations for the elastic-plastic wave propagation theory.
Comparing the speed of fast wave with that of slow wave, we obtain the following inequalities, from Eqs. (61) and (62) c . This is different from that for the strain rate independent wave propagation theory (19) . Both propagation speeds, Eqs. (74), we obtain the following equations, respectively:
Then, the following equations are obtained from Eqs. and (76a,b), respectively:
Equations (77a,b) and (78a,b) are incremental relations between particle velocity and strain along the characteristic curves in both axial and circumferential directions, respectively.
Alternative forms of the equations for the wave propagation speeds
In this section, alternative forms of the fast wave Eq. 
Equation (82) shows that the fast wave is strain rate dependent. Equations (80)- (82) Equations (80)- (82) are the same forms as those for the simple tensile elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress wave (13) , (14) . Putting 0 (81) and (82) turns these equations into ones of the simple longitudinal elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress wave for a longitudinal impact on a one-dimensional bar (13) , (14) . 
Equations (84) and (85) show that the speed of the slow wave is both stress rate and strain rate dependent, respectively. These equations do not include the symbols related to axial components explicitly at all, but, include only those related to shear components explicitly. From Eqs. (84) (84) and (85) turns these equations into ones of the simple shear elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress wave for a transverse impact on a one-dimensional bar (15) .
When viscoplastic strain is zero (i. 
Calculated Examples
Physical quantities produced in a thin-walled tube (Fig.1 [µs] (Fig.4) . For example, axial particle velocity is: (a) Relation of particle velocity with time at impact end. (b) Axial particle velocity vs circumferential one at impact end. Figure 4 shows the particle velocity impact condition at the impact end, that is, Fig.4(a) and the relation between axial and circumferential particle velocities Fig.4(b) . Figure 5 shows the relations between the equivalent stress and arc strain with the parameter of the distance from the impact end. Equivalent stress decreases with increasing the distance from the impact end due to the viscoplastic component. Both quasi-static tensile and torsional shear stress-strain curves used are also shown in the figure. Figure 6 shows the fast and slow propagation speeds. Both speeds decrease with increasing the distance from the impact end due to the viscoplastic component. In general, strain rate decreases with increasing the distance from the impact end due to viscosity. Then, the fast and slow waves are known to be strain rate dependent. Moreover, it is shown that the speed of fast wave f c for the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic wave propagation becomes both larger and smaller than that of the shear elastic stress wave 2 c . This differs from that for the elastic-plastic propagation theory (19) (i.e. strain rate independent wave propagation theory). Figure 7 shows the graph added two relations which are the axial stress-equivalent stress and the shear stress-equivalent stress relations to Fig.6 . For example, changes are considered in axial and shear stresses at 2 x . Fast and slow waves f c and S c are simultaneously produced immediately after simultaneous impulsive loading. They begin to propagate with speeds of 0 c and 2 c , respectively. Then, axial stress increases and shear stress remains zero because of 2 c < 0 c . After that, slow wave with a speed of 2 c arrives at 2 x , then shear stress increases. After that, fast and slow waves arrive at 2 x with speeds of f c smaller than 0 c and S c smaller than 2 c , respectively, then axial and shear stresses increase (also, see Fig.10 ). Figure 8 shows the relation between the propagation speeds of the fast and slow waves. It is shown that each propagation speed of both waves changes with increasing the distance from the impact end (see Fig.6 ), but that the relation keeps the hyperbola Eq.(66) on the S f c c − plane regardless of the distance from the impact end. It is shown that the speed of the fast wave f c for the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic wave propagation becomes both larger and smaller than that of the shear elastic stress wave 2 c . This is different from that for strain rate independent wave propagation theory. c , respectively. Then, axial stress increases and shear stress remains zero due to 2 c < 0 c . Second, slow wave with a speed of 2 c arrives at 2 x , then shear stress increases. Third, fast and slow waves arrive at 2 x with speeds of f c smaller than 0 c and S c smaller than 2 c , respectively, then axial and shear stresses increase. Last, slow wave arrives at 2 x with a speed of S c fairly smaller than 2 c , then especially shear stress increases. With regard to particle velocities in Fig.9 and strains in Fig.11 , considerations could be done in the same manner as those done for stresses in Fig.10 . Figure 12 shows the relative error between the input and output energy. The present calculation itself is sufficiently reliable since the computing error is less than 1 [%] except the interval of the rising time.
Conclusions
In this paper, a one-dimensional wave propagation analysis was carried out for combined axial and shear elastic-plastic-viscoplastic stress waves in a thin-walled tube. In there, the elastic-plasticviscoplastic constitutive equations of biaxial combined normal and shear stresses were derived from the generalized incompressible one. Second, formulas of wave propagation speeds for fast and slow waves, f c and S c , were derived for combined axial and shear stresses in an elastic-plastic-viscoplastic body, and those formulas were shown to be strain rate and stress rate dependent, and to include the equations of wave propagation speeds in the strain rate independent theory. Third, the speed of fast wave for the elastic-plastic-viscoplastic wave propagation becomes both larger and smaller than that of the shear elastic stress wave. Last, calculated examples were shown for a simultaneous impact of combined axial and shear forces.
